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ABSTRACT: Optical sensing in the mid- and long-wave infrared
(MWIR, LWIR) is of paramount importance for a large spectrum of
applications including environmental monitoring, gas sensing, hazard
detection, food and product manufacturing inspection, and so forth.
Yet, such applications to date are served by costly and complex
epitaxially grown HgCdTe quantum-well and quantum-dot infrared
photodetectors. The possibility of exploiting low-energy intraband
transitions make colloidal quantum dots (CQD) an attractive low-
cost alternative to expensive low bandgap materials for infrared
applications. Unfortunately, fabrication of quantum dots exhibiting
intraband absorption is technologically constrained by the require-
ment of controlled heavy doping, which has limited, so far, MWIR
and LWIR CQD detectors to mercury-based materials. Here, we demonstrate intraband absorption and photodetection in heavily
doped PbS colloidal quantum dots in the 5−9 μm range, beyond the PbS bulk band gap, with responsivities on the order of 10−4 A/
W at 80 K. We have further developed a model based on quantum transport equations to understand the impact of electron
population of the conduction band in the performance of intraband photodetectors and offer guidelines toward further performance
improvement.
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Colloidal quantum dot (CQD) technology enables low-
cost, flexible, and complementary metal-oxide-semi-

conductor (CMOS) compatible optoelectronics with spectral
coverage tunable through the quantum confinement effect.
These features have motivated extensive research toward CQD
light-emitting diodes,1 solar cells,2 photodetectors,3 and field
effect transistors.4 There is, however, a fundamental limitation
in the band gap engineering of CQDs. The spectral coverage
that can be reached by a CQD material is determined by the
bulk band gap of the semiconductor compound. Quantum
confinement can only increase the optical band gap of CQD
semiconductor from a minimum value, given by the band gap
of the respective bulk material. This condition restricts the
number of potential applications for many CQD materials to
the visible (vis), near-infrared (NIR), and short-wavelength
infrared (SWIR) range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Thus,
only semimetallic bulk materials or those with a very low
bandgap (<0.4 eV) can potentially give rise to CQD
optoelectronics in the mid- and long-wave infrared (MWIR
and LWIR). A plausible way to bypass this limit is by
leveraging intraband transitions in CQDs.5,6 Intraband
absorption within the conduction band (CB) can occur
when the confined ground state, 1Se, is populated with
electrons.7,8 In this situation, electrons can be excited to higher

energy states via absorption of photons with energy lower than
the band gap. Analogous description holds for holes occupying
the confined ground state of the valence band (VB), 1Sh.
CQDs exhibiting intraband optical coupling (absorption9

and luminescence10) can be a potential alternative to current
high-cost MWIR/LWIR photodetectors and quantum cascade
laser technologies based on epitaxially grown HgCdTe or III−
V superlattices.11,12 Stable heavy doping of CQDs is required
to achieve steady-state intraband absorption.6 This has been
demonstrated in different materials using different doping
methods (see ref 6 for a review). In particular, several groups
have reported steady-state intraband absorption in lead
chalcogenide (PbS, PbSe) CQDs in solution.13−16 However,
none of these approaches led to stable heavily doped solid-
state films, and the report of Pb-chalcogenide CQDs for
intraband optoelectronics has remained elusive. The first
devices exploiting intraband transitions (MWIR photodetec-
tors) have only recently been demonstrated using mercury
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chalcogenide nanocrystals.9,17,18 HgTe and HgSe being
semimetals in their bulk form, allow access to the MWIR
and LWIR through interband transitions in Hg-based CQDs.19

In this work, we demonstrate intraband absorption in PbS
CQDs for photon energies down to 0.14 eV, well below the
bulk bandgap of PbS (0.41 eV). In addition, we demonstrate
photodetection in the 5−9 μm range, proving that this
absorption process can be exploited in optoelectronic devices.
Finally, we develop a quantum-transport model in order to
evaluate the impact of the occupation of the 1Se state in the
potential performance of intraband photodetectors.
We have achieved recently a method that achieves robust

heavy doping in PbS CQDs,20 based on sulfur substitution by
iodine via a simple ligand exchange procedure followed by
infilling and capping via atomic layer deposition the CQD film
with alumina. As sketched in Figure 1a, as-synthesized PbS
CQDs exhibit low doping, and thus 1Sh is almost completely
filled and 1Se is almost completely empty. Upon sulfur
substitution by iodine, PbS dots are heavily doped n-type (see
Figure S1) and 1Se is partially occupied. In ref 20, it was found
that doping is more effective with increasing dot size because
larger dots contain more exposed sulfur atoms in (100) facets.
For dots with a diameter smaller than 4 nm, 1Se is almost
empty. For larger dots, with diameter between 4 nm (exciton
∼1150 nm) and 8 nm (exciton ∼1850 nm), heavy doping is
achieved and 1Se is partially populated. For dots with diameter
larger than 8 nm, 1Se is nearly filled with ∼8 electrons per QD,
corresponding to the 8-fold degeneracy of PbS QDs.21

In heavily doped QDs, filling of the CB results in bleaching
of interband absorption. As a counterpart, intraband
absorption is then possible.7,22 To demonstrate intraband
absorption in PbS CQDs, we have synthesized QDs following
reported methods and fabricated films (under ambient
atmosphere) with an optimized procedure for exchanging the
original oleate ligands with iodine (see Methods in Supporting
Information). We have prepared films of doped and undoped
PbS CQDs of different sizes for absorption measurements. It
should be reminded here that with the employed method,
heavy doping is only attained after infiltration and
encapsulation of the iodine-exchanged film with alumina,
because this removes oxygen adsorbates, present in the
samples exposed to the atmosphere, that induce p-type
doping.20 Therefore, hereafter, we will consider undoped
films as those in which the original oleate ligands have been
exchanged with iodine but are not encapsulated and doped
films as those that have been adequately encapsulated with
alumina.
Figure 1b shows transmission measurements of two iodine-

exchanged PbS QD samples, one is heavily doped while the
other is not. The undoped sample exhibits strong absorption at
the interband (1Sh → 1Se) transition, as illustrated in the top-
right inset. In the doped sample, the exciton peak (∼0.786 eV)
is partially bleached and a strong intraband absorption peak
(∼0.191 eV) appears because of the partial population of 1Se,
as illustrated in the bottom-left inset. Transmission measure-
ments performed on PbS films exchanged with thiol ligands,
instead of iodine, and encapsulated with alumina do not show

Figure 1. (a) (left) As-synthesized QDs have intrinsic low doping and exhibit filled 1Sh and empty 1Se. (right) Substitution of exposed sulfur atoms
by iodine atoms leads to heavy n-type doping and a partially populated 1Se. (b) Transmission spectra of undoped (red) and doped (black) PbS
CQD films. Spectra have been offset vertically for clarity. The insets illustrate interband (1Sh → 1Se) and intraband (1Se → 1Pe) absorption
processes. (c) Transmission spectra of films of heavily doped PbS CQD with diameters ranging from 5.8 nm (bottom) to 8.0 nm (top). The central
energy of the excitonic absorption for each QD size is indicated with a vertical red line. Red dotted Gaussian lines are guides to the eye representing
the intraband absorption peak. (d) Intraband energy as a function of exciton energy in heavily doped PbS CQDs. Black crosses represent direct
measurements of intraband transitions. Orange plus signs represent intraband energies obtained by measuring and subtracting the 2nd and 1st
excitonic peaks.
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exciton bleach or intraband absorption (Figure S2), further
supporting the dopant role of iodine demonstrated in ref 20.
Intraband transition redshifts with increasing dot size,

resulting from a progressive relaxation in the charge confine-
ment (Figure 1c). By tuning the size of the dots, we
demonstrate intraband absorption in the 6−9 μm range, as
indicated by Gaussian fittings (red dotted lines). Beyond 10
μm, alumina has some contribution to the absorption (see
Figure S3). Note as well the progressive disappearance of the
interband peak (left side of the panel) as the dot size increases,
resulting from an increasing population of the CB.
Figure 1d shows the intraband transition energy of doped

PbS CQDs versus their exciton energy. The intraband
transitions measured span from 0.14 to 0.20 eV. These
energies have been obtained from absorption measurements in
two different ways, as sketched in the bottom-right inset: (I)
fitting direct intraband (1Se → 1Pe) transitions (black crosses);
and (II) by fitting and subtracting the 1Sh → 1Pe and 1Sh →
1Se transition energies (orange plus signs). The latter method
is supported by the fact that parity selection rules are relaxed in
PbS QDs, allowing the otherwise forbidden 1Sh → 1Pe
transition.23,24 Both methods give similar results, thus
confirming the intraband nature of the low-energy absorption
of our QDs. Examples of the fits are shown in Figure S4.
Our doping method was previously proven to be robust with

time (>2 months).20 Robustness with temperature is also of
paramount importance for optoelectronic applications in the
mid- and long-wave infrared. In particular, some applications
such as infrared photodetection require low temperatures to

achieve the highest performance.11 We define nQD as the
doping level of the CQD film, measured in electrons per QD
(e−/QD). Figure 2a shows the dependence of the doping level
with temperature in two PbS QDs samples. The doping level
was obtained from field effect transistor (FET) measurements
(see Figure S5), following the method described in ref 20.
Figure 2a demonstrates that the efficacy of the employed
doping method is weakly dependent on temperature in the
80−300 K range. Consequently, intraband absorption is still
accessible at low temperatures (see Figure 2b and Figure S6)
enabling therefore the development of intraband PbS CQD
photodetectors. We have thus fabricated interdigitated-
electrode devices (see Figure 2c) for photoconductivity
measurements. Devices were fabricated on transparent CaF2
substrates to avoid sample heating due to parasitic absorption
in the substrate. Figure 2d plots the intraband quantum
efficiency, QE, spectra of devices measured under mono-
chromatic light at 80 K. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
bandgap of bulk PbS at 80K (∼3.7 μm).25 Our measurements
demonstrate intraband photodetection in the 5−9 μm range
(MWIR and LWIR), thus breaking the limit set by the band
gap value of the bulk in CQD optoelectronics. Beyond 9 μm,
the light power density reaching the sample was too low to
produce a measurable signal.
Measurements of the dependence of the photocurrent with

the modulation frequency (see Figure S7) indicate that both
intraband and interband detection are slow: >30 and >200 ms,
respectively. We have measured the specific detectivity, D*, of
our devices (see Methods in Supporting Information). At 80 K

Figure 2. (a) Effect of temperature on the doping level of PbS CQD films for three different sizes of QDs. (b) Absorption spectra, measured at 80
K, of three doped PbS CQD films with PbS of different sizes. (c) Sketch of the interdigitated devices used for photoconductivity measurements. (d)
Photodetection quantum efficiency of devices using the same dots as in (c). The applied biases, Vbias, were 1, 5 and 1.6 V, from top to bottom. The
chopping frequency of the excitation light, fc, was 11 Hz in all cases. Gaussian fittings (dashed) are superimposed to the measured data. Vertical
dashed lines indicate the band gap wavelength of bulk PbS, λbulk, at 80 K.
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and 11 Hz, we have obtained peak responsivities and
detectivities of 1.5 × 10−4 AW−1 and 4 × 104 Jones at 6.8
μm; 1.1 × 10−4 AW−1 and 8 × 104 Jones at 7.3 μm; and 1.3 ×
10−4 AW−1 and 4 × 104 Jones at 8.0 μm, for top, middle, and
bottom panels of Figure 2d, respectively. Correcting by the
shadowing factor of the interdigitated electrodes (∼50%) and
the reflectivity of the PbS layer would give rise to internal
detectivity values on the order of 105 Jones. While our
detectors yield similar responsivity values with the first
reported HgSe CQD intraband photodetectors,9 the detectiv-
ity of our devices is currently inferior to state-of-the-art
mercury-based devices.26 The performance of our devices is
largely limited by high noise due to the large dark current. The
high doping levels of our CQD films enable intraband
absorption but at the same time result in high conductivities
(see Figure S5 and ref 20) and hence dark currents. Therefore,
it would be useful to evaluate the impact of electron population
on the performance of our PbS CQD photodetectors.
The occupancy factor of 1Se has a strong impact in the

conductance of CQD films.27,28 Reference 29 analyzes the
performance of quantum-dot infrared photodetectors (QDIP)
as a function of the doping level, suggesting that minimum
dark current and best performance occur for a doping level
equal to the degeneracy of 1Se (included spin). This work
considers QDs epitaxially grown within a matrix of higher
bandgap, which acts as a barrier. In that case, transport only
occurs through the barrier and not through 1Se states. In a
CQD film, however, transport between dots can take place
through 1Se as well as, in principle, through 1Pe, as sketched in
Figure 3a. To shed further insights on the performance
potential of intraband CQDs photodetectors, we have
developed a simple transport model for doped CQD films,
based on quantum transport equations. The model does not
aim to obtain quantitative values of performance but rather to
qualitatively assess the role of doping on some basic
photodetector figures of merit. It is noteworthy that at this
level the effects of doping on the lifetime of carriers in higher
excited states as well as potential secondary effects on the
mobility via carrier−carrier scattering are not taken into
account. It evaluates, as a function of nQD, (I) the steady-state
conductance under a given applied bias prior to illumination,
G̅; and (II) the change in conductance, ΔG, caused by
intraband absorption in the QDs. The ratio ΔG/G̅ will provide
a qualitative indication of the potential detectivity of our
devices, since detectivity is proportional to ΔG and inversely
proportional to the noise, which in turn increases with G̅. The
starting point of our model is the linear response formula of
conductivity (G) at finite temperatures30 given by eq 1

G
e
h

E
f
E

E
2

( ) d
2

∫= ̅ −
∂
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i
k
jjj

y
{
zzz

(1)
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h

2 2
is the conductance quantum, e is the elementary

charge, h is Planck’s constant, ̅ is the product of the number
of propagating modes, and the electron transmission
probability per mode

f E
e
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1( )E EF
k TB

=
+

−
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is the Fermi function and determines the electron occupancy
factor (from 0 to 1) at levels of energy E, EF is the Fermi
energy, and kB is Boltzmann constant. The details and

development of the model are included in the Supporting
Information. The main result of the model is eq 3:
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a b
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8

QD

QD

Δ
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=
+

−
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where 8 represents the degeneracy of 1Se, and a and b are
parameters that depend on the intensity of the infrared
illumination and the degeneracy of 1Se and 1Pe. Equation 3
indicates that the highest possible occupation of 1Se is required
in order to achieve high detectivity, as it is the case for QDIPs.
This is so because noise (related to G̅) decreases and
responsivity (related to ΔG) increases for high values of nQD,
as illustrated in Figure 3b,c. Our results suggest that the low
detectivity measured in our devices can be largely due to the
fact that 1Se is not completely filled, therefore pointing toward
further research to maximize the doping density closer to the
state degeneracy value.
In summary, we have demonstrated intraband absorption

and photodetection in robust heavily doped PbS CQD solid
state films. Because of the relative large bandgap of the PbS

Figure 3. (a) Scheme of the QD transport model for two adjacent
QDs. G, GS, and GP are total conductance, conductance through 1Se
channels, and conductance through 1Pe channels, respectively. (b)
Modeled normalized steady-state conductance, G̅, of a PbS CQD film
as a function of the doping level nQD. (c) Left axis, broken line:
modeled increase in conductance, ΔG, due to intraband light
absorption. Right axis, solid line: modeled photodetection perform-
ance, expressed as Δ, as a function of nQD. The insets in (b,c) illustrate
the impact of the doping in the population of 1Se and, therefore, in
the value of G̅ and Δ.
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bulk crystal, intraband absorption in PbS CQDs can access
ranges of the spectrum that are unattainable by interband
transitions. This bandgap modulation strategy further expands
the solution-processed material availability toward the MWIR
and LWIR for sensing and light emission applications. The
size-tunable spectral line width of intraband transitions
employed here taken together with the facile integration of
CQDs of different sizes may lead to CMOS compatible low-
cost multispectral imaging systems in the infrared.
During the revision process of the present manuscript, Law

et al. have demonstrated the rise of intraband absorption in
PbSe QD superlattices following halide exchange and Al2O3
infilling with ALD,31 corroborating the findings of our work
and demonstrating the applicability of this process to lead
chalcogenide QDs. The efficacy of the doping method
employed herein is limited by the amount of exposed sulfur,
imposed by the size of the nanocrystal. It would be desirable to
circumvent this limitation so that intraband absorption can be
enabled even in smaller dots. To this end, we speculate that a
postsynthesis sulfur (or another chalcogen) treatment could
increase the amount of anions available for substitution even at
smaller QDs. Alternatively, the use of halide ions in situ during
the growth of QDs could potentially circumvent the need for
exposed 001 facets for the substitution to take place.
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